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Growing families make up majority of used sedan and minivan buyers in Edmonton, choosing cost-
efficiency and better passenger capacity over style and luxury. Fortunately, most car dealers
provide a lot of used car options for families of all sizes.  Among the most popular car picks are
Pontiac minivans

Pontiac started out as Oakland Motor Car Co., founded by Edward Murphy on 1907. It was renamed
after General Motors took full control of the company in 1932, where it became a specialized
mainstream brand division. In 1990, they launched their first minivan, the Trans Sport.
Unfortunately, financial problems and major restructuring led to GM terminating the production of
Pontiac minivans.

The Pontiac Montana had two more generations after it replaced the Trans Sport in 1997. It was
one of the few minivans that provided seating for eight people. The second version was released as
Montana Thunder in 2002 â€“ an upsized trim of the Montana. This version had a two-tone black and
grey leather seating and a perforated steering wheel, it was manufactured for a year or two until it
became an optional â€œChrome-Sportâ€• package.

The third generation was the Montana SV6, released on 2005 sporting an updated design and
resembling an SUV with a less aerodynamic design. It had a flex-fuel engine; an internal
combustion engine designed to run on more than one type of fuel. It also had additional engine
options and had GM badges on its front doors.

Dealerships selling used cars in Edmonton offer vehicles like the Pontiac Montana, which is
equipped with 3.9L of engine with a V6 cylinder configuration. It has a 4-speed automatic
transmission and a 76L fuel tank. It has a front-wheel drive, a variable valve control system, a rear
anti-roll bar, and front wheel independent suspension.

A Pontiac Montana sold at dealerships selling used cars in Edmonton is often priced at around $
9,000. At this price, you can expect a minivan with entertainment features including an MP3
capability, CD player, radio data system and an AM/FM radio. Equipped with ABS and 4-wheel disc
brakes makes the minivan a very safe vehicle and it has features like tilt steering wheels, remote
keyless entry, emergency communication systems and lighted doors to provide extra convenience.

You can expect Used minivan Edmonton dealers to have some Pontiac minivans in their inventory
because it is one of the most inexpensive, but functional vehicles around. Pontiac may be gone, but
the remaining minivans remain as one of the greatest legacies that Pontiac has left behind. For
added information about the Montana, you can visit pontiacmontana.org or thecarconnection.com.
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For more details, search a Used minivan Edmonton and a used cars in Edmonton in Google for
related information.
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